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Why Is Common Sense So Uncommon?
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Don’t get me wrong. I make a handsome living in part because common sense is anything but

common. However, I like to prevent labor and employment problems, and I’d do anything to reduce

the number of workplace deaths, so I chew on this question a great deal … like now as I continue on

my 16 hour flight fueled by a surprisingly good Bordeaux. I’ll leave the thoughtful psychological,

sociological and anthropological analysis to more thoughtful people than me. I’ll settle for just

throwing out some examples.

Stop … consider what safety hazards are presented by the next task … and act accordingly. If

every worker consistently took this approach, we would have far fewer injuries and deaths, and I

would have to get an honest job.

Safety must continuously be reinforced or we will become complacent and cut corners. I have

repeatedly seen employees nonchalantly take unreasonable risks less than six months after they

were emotionally torn apart by the death of a co-worker. Provide the detail on confined space entry

and site-specific fall protection, but also build this simple “pause and think” mindset into

employees.

Perhaps we could obtain more commitment to doing the required Job Safety Analysis if employees

understood that JSA’s or site hazard assessments are simply a way to give them the necessary

information to make wise decisions.

Moreover, even if one is a construction employer working under the broad requirements of 1926.20

and 21 or if Fed-OSHA’s “I2P2”becomes law, it is impossible to develop a written procedure for every

work eventuality. Workers must be taught to always pause and conduct their own quick JHA.

This informal ongoing job hazard analysis is especially vital for the remote worker or employees

delivering ready mix concrete or working on an isolated HVAC system where no supervisor or safety

professional is present to review the site for hazards and instruct them in avoidance. Perhaps

require them to conduct a hazard analysis on their tablet before proceeding. Sure, employees can

still pencil-whip such an electronic form, but at least it may make them pause and think. On a

pragmatic level, an employer cannot escape their duty to ensure their employee is safe even where

the employee is working alone on another employer’s site, and such a procedure may be

documentation of the employer’s reasonable diligence.
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Know where to stop … even better, don’t start. Employees are going to engage in teasing and

coarse humor at work, especially in construction or other hot tough work settings. Guys, let’s be

honest. If we don’t tease a male co-worker, we probably don’t like them or know them well. Sadly,

it’s how we relate to one another. I’m more worried by the teasing than by the cursing and off color

jokes. When you read about a heterosexual construction worker suing for same-sex harassment

because co-workers endlessly teased him about being a “faggot,” etc., you can assume that this was

a gradual process. The teasing was probably never welcome or funny, but it escalated to the point

that when the behavior is described to a jury, no defense of “you had to be there” or “boys will be

boys” will save the employer. I don’t believe that even those outrageous recent cases where

coworkers called an employee a N***** began with such outrageous behavior. Nope. The morons

worked their way up to that level of bad behavior.

The moral of the story? Train supervisors to stay on top of horseplay and teasing. Employees don’t

need to whine about “PC” restrictions. Teach them to exercise uncommon sense and not allow

teasing to escalate.

E-mails and electronic communications. We could blog for hours on this topic, so let’s keep it

simple. Teach employees that e-mail is NOT voice mail or a telephone conversation. E-mail lives

forever and is subject to endless misunderstanding. Moreover, e-mail is tone-deaf. How often have

you received a terse e-mail from someone and decided that they are a jerk … and later learned that

they were a nice person who was oblivious to how their e-mails sounded? So tell employees and

supervisors that (1) some communications must be oral, and (2) pause and think about how that e-

mail might be (mis) interpreted. Frankly, we should type e-mails as if they might later be exhibits in

a lawsuit … because they might be. As a personal discipline, I use my work e-mail for personal

communications because it reminds me to never type something that I would be uncomfortable if

the firm chairman were monitoring my e-mails (which knowing my buddy, Roger, he well might

be!). Also, tell employees to adhere to that old admonition to let an angry e-mail sit overnight before

sending it.
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